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FIGURE 1

Executive Snapshot: Connectivity Advancements in the Oil and Gas Enterprise

Source: IDC, 2022
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SITUATION OVERVIEW

Resiliency is a term that is and was used (and overused) during the COVID-19 pandemic. Along with 
companies in other industries, the oil and gas enterprise was significantly tested during the shutdown. 
Challenges with work from home, remote operations in a turbulent commodity cycle, and transacting 

with counterparties were prevalent, and more disconnected companies experienced more disruptions 
and less business continuity. 

Industry leaders now view the business with a digital-first approach and implement a new layer of 
digital management to plan and implement digital technology that connects business systems with 

operations. These digital leaders aspire to measure and track the connection between digital 
investment and mission-critical business operations. This often means setting transformation goals 
that align with business needs — and can also become a challenge. The benefits of the investment 

need to be clear to operational leaders of the organization. Employee productivity and increased 
operational efficiency are common objectives for oil and gas digital projects, and increased 
connectivity provides the pathway. In Figure 2, IDC asked oil and gas leaders to choose the three top 

factors for building a more connected enterprise. Efficiency, work quality, and speed were the top 3
factors, aside from physical security concerns.

FIGURE 2

Top Factors for Increasing Connectivity in the Oil and Gas Enterprise

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021
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Enterprise business systems are separate from siloed operations where data sits in isolated systems 

and requires inefficient processes to transmit and connect information. Oil and gas companies have 

grown up on Microsoft Excel–based operations and that is still significant data, both in amount and of 

importance, sitting in spreadsheets in many of these companies. Many independent software vendors 

(ISVs) are developing and implementing products allowing companies to transfer this isolated data into 

more connected systems. Vendors and users both have been very cognizant about ease of 

connectivity and API compatibility across the organization. Most oil and gas companies have between 

two and four IoT platforms, including those used to gather internal and customer data (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3

Number of IoT Platforms in Oil and Gas Enterprises

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021

Upstream

Upstream companies have been moving up the digital curve rapidly in the past two years. Operating 

rigs and production sites in the past were generally individual data silos where information was 

manually relayed back to the corporate office. Most real-time decisions were made independently at 

the rig site or production site. While this hasn't completely changed, many more real-time decisions 

and analytics are now executed in a central location utilizing IoT platforms and connectivity. In the 

drilling and completions phase, downhole intelligence is replacing production logs that can be 

incomplete or not provide the needed visibility to all parts of the wellbore. This technology has been 

considered uneconomic in the past for most wells, but recent innovations are showing returns for more 

modest developments (see Figure 4). Also improving production through connectivity, artificial lift 

optimization leverages technology to maximize the natural dynamics of a well. Artificial lift can range 

from highly sophisticated downhole electric submersible pumps (ESPs) to rudimentary rod lift systems. 

The majority of producing wells are on a simple system that cycles on and off and is checked 

periodically. Optimization technology has matured, companies are optimizing their total recovery by 

using analytics from the office and properly cycling the systems (see Figure 5).
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FIGURE 4

Upstream Downhole Intelligence Deployment

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021

FIGURE 5

Upstream Artificial Lift Optimization

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021
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Downstream

Downtime is the most critical metric in the downstream sector. Mechanical failures, corrosion-related 

integrity, safety incidents, or any other downtime event can lead to operational losses. The 

downstream sector is usually viewed as more adoptive and further up the digital curve than the 

upstream sector, however, there is still plenty of low-hanging fruit to address. Singularly, corrosion is a 

multitrillion dollar market globally. Most companies have deployed some level of equipment health or 

asset performance management technology (see Figure 6), although the level of predictive and 

prescriptive technology can vary widely. The most advanced equipment health strategies are generally 

deployed at the enterprise platform level with a devoted data management program, allowing 

widespread visibility to personnel. Predicting equipment degradation or a mechanical failure can create 

significant economic value for a company. Drone and robots for inspection are also being deployed 

and are often complementary to asset performance management platforms (see Figure 7). These 

technologies can be used to measure a number of operating performance metrics including (but not 

limited to) fugitive emissions, infrastructure integrity, and gauge reading and then apply software to 

create a common data thread to apply analytics at the local or platform level. 

FIGURE 6

Downstream Equipment Health and Asset Performance Management Deployment

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021
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FIGURE 7

Downstream Drone and Robotic Inspections Deployment

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021

Adoption

What impedes companies from pursuing and implementing a more connected and intelligent 

enterprise? Digital leaders in the past tended to identify a small amount of guiding pilot projects and let 

the lessons from the projects act as a leading indicator. As you would expect, a couple of significant 

cost blunders would make operations leaders skeptical of the benefit or ROI. IT groups also bring their 

security concerns to the table and in combination, projects get sacked. From a recent IDC survey (see 

Figure 8), security and costs were the most significant challenges in progress in pursuing IoT projects.
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FIGURE 8

Challenges with Connectivity Projects

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021

To provide connectivity, oil and gas companies use a variety of connections. Each possess unique 

capabilities and costs to achieve intended results. IDC survey data (see Figure 9) shows that the 

technologies are spread relatively evenly throughout the industry. For instance, short-range 

connections provide a proper cost and performance such as close-proximity supply chain tracking 

whereas fiber is better suited for a remote harsh environment such as offshore drilling and production. 

5G use cases for oil and gas remain limited. The oil and gas business will likely need to evolve to 

justify the capital expenditures to justify investments in the network. In all, connection technologies that 

meet the specific needs of the application should be selected accounting for appropriate cost.
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FIGURE 9

Types of Oil and Gas Connections

n = 125

Source: IDC's Oil and Gas Survey, July 2021

ADVICE FOR THE TECHNOLOGY BUYER

Digital leaders cannot pursue these initiatives in one fell swoop. There are several steps that digital 

leaders must take to develop enterprise connectivity:

 Use service and technology vendors that have repeatable methodologies, particularly within 

the oil and gas domain, that can cleanly connect technology and business outcomes. 

 Ensure that technology partners can clearly identify value to the business including all relevant 

costs to deploy and scale.

 Evaluate companywide regional footprint relative to that of the vendors to foster global 

continuity when rolling technologies out enterprisewide.

 Establish milestones for the project life cycle to align with company strategy and meet larger 

corporate objectives.

Note: All numbers in this document may not be exact due to rounding.
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Synopsis

This IDC Perspective provides an overview of current oil and gas enterprise connectivity and concept 

solutions throughout the value chain. Oil and gas companies have been challenged to transform their 

operations. Connectivity is one of the key focus areas that lays the foundation for other technologies. 

The industry has traditionally been very cost sensitive to new digital technologies, however, oil and gas 

leaders are seeing the clear value of connected IT and OT environments.

"Siloed operations and siloed operational data are becoming a thing of the past as oil and gas leaders 

are recognizing the value that can be unlocked with improved enterprise connectivity." — Andrew 

Meyers, research director, Worldwide Oil and Gas, IDC
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